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The responses by the banking sector to the Basel III reforms will present both potential challenges and opportunities for Australian superannuation funds due to the significant interactions between these segments of the financial services industry. These regulatory changes will create an added layer of investment complexity, and new risk management and liquidity considerations for super funds, particularly against the backdrop of other prevailing market trends. An earlier version of this paper was presented to the 2013 Australian Centre for Financial Studies Melbourne Money and Finance Conference.

There are significant interconnections between the banking and superannuation segments of the Australian financial services industry. Superannuation funds use an extensive range of bank products and services, from transactional banking, cash management and custodial services, to hedging and investment products.

Superannuation funds also invest significant sums of money in banks — in deposits, in a variety of bank securities, and in bank stocks. As an economy that has historically had an underdeveloped domestic bond market, Australia has relied on the intermediation of banks to fund the economy, ensuring that trends in banking have important implications for the investor community.

As a consequence, when major regulatory changes emerge within the banking system, the impacts will not be quarantined to the banking sector alone, but will affect superannuation funds in their capacities as both bank customers and investors.

Re-regulation
Arguably representing the biggest change to global banking regulation since the end of Bretton Woods in the early 1970s, the new regulatory changes have profound impacts for Australian and international banks, both domestically and in offshore markets. These reforms change the way banks manage their businesses, including how they interact with their customers across all sectors of the economy.

While there is a temptation to focus on Basel III (particularly from the perspective of the Australian banking sector), this global trend towards the ‘re-regulation’ of financial services is certainly not limited to Basel, with several other changes progressing in parallel, most notably:

- **The Dodd-Frank Act**, including OTC derivative reforms, the Volcker rule, Lincoln push-out and the Collins amendment; this huge regulatory program included 236 new rule-making requirements across 16 titles; currently, 48 per cent of final rules have been published, 29 per cent are published in draft form, and 23 per cent are yet to be published

- **The Vickers Report (UK)**, which proposed to ‘ring-fence’ UK banks’ retail operations, with the UK Independent Commission on Banking articulating a need to ‘electrify’ that ring-fence

- Solvency 2 (Europe) and Australia’s Life and General Insurance Capital (LAGIC) requirements, which set governance, risk management and capital requirements for insurers, broadly harmonised with the Basel III requirements for banks.

The European Union and the European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA) have also been exploring the extent to which pension funds might also be regulated in the future, perhaps along the lines of Solvency 2.3

**Basel III**

Given the weaknesses in some parts of the global financial system that were highlighted in the global financial crisis (GFC), banking regulators have developed the third Basel Accord.

While it has been widely accepted that Australian banks are better regulated than the majority of their global counterparts and do not exhibit the weaknesses outlined above, Basel III is a global standard and will be applied in Australia under the
regulations of the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA). Similarly, these changes will also affect international banks, both in their home markets (based on how their domestic regulator implements Basel III) and in the way they operate in Australia.

The Basel III requirements on banks can be broadly categorised into two main areas: (i) funding and liquidity; and (ii) capital (see Figure 1).

**Basel III: Funding and liquidity**

Basel III’s most direct impacts in the Australian market are on the funding and liquidity side, with significant impacts for the returns that various customer segments (including superannuation funds) will generate on cash holdings with banks.

The Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR) aims to reduce banks’ structural reliance on short-term funding, by requiring banks to hold more ‘stable’ forms of funding, such as ‘stickier’ retail deposits and longer-dated wholesale funding, rather than short-term money market funding or deposits from institutional investors.

Concurrently, the Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) requires banks to hold sufficient unencumbered, high-quality liquid assets for the net cash outflows they might experience in the event of a 30-day liquidity shock.

The Basel III requirements on banks can be broadly categorised into two main areas: (i) funding and liquidity; and (ii) capital (see Figure 1).

**TABLE 1: Values applied to deposits from banks’ customer segments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer Segment</th>
<th>NSFR: value as stable funding for deposits &lt; 1-year</th>
<th>LCR: assumed run-off of deposits &lt; 30-days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retail &amp; SME customers, including self-managed super funds (SMSF)</td>
<td>80-90%</td>
<td>5-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate &amp; public sector entity customers</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial institutions, including superannuation funds</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Taken in concert, these ratios will together help to ensure that banks have stronger liquidity profiles, strengthening their ability to withstand a future crisis. But the specific factors within these ratios also create imperatives for investors, if they are to optimise their cash holdings.

Significantly, both of these ratios give a much more favourable weighting (and value, effectively) to longer-term funding and to deposits from bank customers designated as retail and small- and medium-sized enterprises (SME), compared to corporate and public sector entity deposits, which are in turn rated higher than deposits from ‘financial institutions’ (see Table 1). Crucially, APRA have indicated that superannuation funds will be treated as ‘financial institutions’, while self-managed super fund (SMSF) depositors are eligible for the more generous ‘retail’ treatment.

As such, for institutional funds, banks would prefer funding that is for greater than one year (for NSFR value), or with tenors of at least 30 days (to mitigate the LCR requirement for liquid assets).

The NSFR also demands that a higher level of stable funding is in place for illiquid assets such as infrastructure and corporate loans with longer tenors. Meanwhile, the LCR requires banks to hold...
a portfolio of high-quality liquid assets against the potential withdrawal of funding, in the event of a 30-day liquidity shock. The LCR run-off assumptions in Table 1 mean that for shorter-dated deposits from a financial institution, the receiving bank will need to hold a liquid asset on a dollar-for-dollar basis against that deposit, whereas they may only need to do so for as little as 5 per cent of a retail deposit.

While the Basel Committee has defined HQLA to include a broad range of assets such as corporate and covered bonds, registered mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) and equities, APRA has declared that only sovereign bonds have sufficient liquidity to be eligible as HQLA in Australia. With only a limited supply of government debt available here, the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) is extending a secured Committed Liquidity Facility (CLF) to partially augment the available stock of HQLA for Australian banks.

Australian banks have some substantial ground to make up against both the NSFR and LCR, with APRA’s 2011 analysis of Australia’s six largest banks showing shortfalls on both measures (see Table 2).

The Australian banking system’s starting-point on these measures is a function of our economic circumstances, including historically low domestic savings rates, relatively low levels of government debt, and limitations on the depth of the domestic bond market. We also have a capital-intensive economy in which investment is required for longer-term infrastructure and resources projects, which has required Australian banks to ‘import’ wholesale funding.

Given the magnitude of these shortfalls, the introduction of these measures significantly influences banks’ behaviours. There is unlikely to be a ‘silver bullet’ or simple solution to these challenges, meaning that banks’ deposit pricing and product offerings will be heavily shaped by the requirements of the NSFR and LCR.

**Basel III: Bank capital**

Australian banks are generally well-capitalised, with all major banks at or near the new levels required under Basel III.

As such, the major impacts regarding capital and defined customer types (large or unregulated financial institutions). However, several international banks will be subject to balance sheet constraints while they rebuild their capital reserves to meet the new requirements.

Basel III requires that banks hold significantly more capital for the counterparty credit risk (CCR) on their derivatives transactions such as interest rate swaps, cross currency swaps, inflation swaps and FX forwards. The Basel Committee has published an estimate that the required capital for derivatives products will (on average) double.7

For capital-constrained international banks, this compounds what is already a major challenge. Australian banks will have sufficient capital to be able to comply, but there will be price impacts if banks look to maintain their return on capital.

The impacts will be greater for trades that are longer-dated, uncollateralised and involve a principal-exchange (such as cross currency swaps). Accordingly, credit support annexes (CSAs) are becoming increasingly important tools, not only for managing counterparty risk on derivatives, but also to collateralise derivatives trades and drive more favourable pricing.

Also, there is a further multiplier that banks need to apply in their capital requirements for exposures to counterparties that are large or unregulated financial institutions. While currently Australian superannuation funds each have funds under management (FUM) of less than $100 billion and so should not be affected if contracting with a bank counterparty directly, this may arise as an added ‘capital cost’ factor if the superannuation fund executes its hedging via an external fund manager (if that manager is large or unregulated).

**The cash market**

Banks have already been adjusting their funding profiles since the height of the GFC, with Australian banks shifting their funding bases away from short-term debt and instead towards an increased base of domestic deposits (see Figure 2).

The impact of Basel III then is to solidify this shift as a structural change, preventing any mean-reversion as market conditions change.
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FIGURE 3: RBA cash rate pricing and bank average TD ‘Special Rates’
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Concurrently with the shifts observed in bank funding composition, the price of bank deposits (for retail depositors) also increased significantly at the height of the crisis, and has consistently averaged in the range of 125–150 bps above the cash rate in recent years, as opposed to being approximately 50 bps below cash pre-crisis (see Figure 3).

Given the structural shifts generated by Basel III, it is considered unlikely that this gap relative to the cash rate will converge. Indeed, when the demand for credit subsequently picks up and investor confidence in other asset classes recovers and investors look to switch out of bank deposits, it may be that this spread to cash actually increases further.

The values that the Basel III ratios attach to different funding sources are also significant, being especially favourable to ‘retail’ depositors and to longer-tenor funding. While this is still emerging, it can be seen in NAB’s current pricing of term deposits (see Figure 4).

For institutional superannuation funds, the advantage for retail and SMSF depositors adds to the importance of member engagement, and the challenge for those funds with members more oriented towards conservative investments. This has become a supporting driver for the development of ‘member direct’ investment options.

Liquid assets
The limitation of eligible HQLA in the Australian jurisdiction to Australian state and federal government bonds exacerbates the demand for Australian government securities, given Australia’s relatively low level of government indebtedness.

Compounding this, Australian government debt has been increasingly held by offshore investors, particularly as those investors find a diminishing range of securities available to satisfy AAA mandates, instead being attracted to highly rated AUD securities and diversification of reserves away from USD securities and other less well-rated government counterparties (see Figure 5).

With the relative scarcity of Australian government bonds available, the embedded demand for banks should help to reinforce demand, even if offshore conditions change in the future, preserving strong conditions for government issuers, but maintaining pressure on yields for investors.

It also creates another set of challenges for other investors, who increasingly find themselves being ‘crowded out’ of government securities by banks and offshore investors. This may add to the demand for other fixed income securities that funds may choose to hold in their liquidity portfolios.

Debt markets
Basel III may also serve to provide a welcome stimulus for the still-fledgling Australian corporate bond market, and the widening of the domestic fixed income market beyond governments and financials.

The first element driving this trend relates to banks’ repositioning of their funding profiles, with less emphasis on the historical tendency of ‘maturity transformation’ (borrowing shorter-dated funding and providing longer-term lending to corporate borrowers) and more focus on a ‘matched funded’ position. With corporates often seeking longer-tenor funding (to manage refinancing risk and satisfy ratings expectations), there is added impetus for banks to arrange their corporate clients’ term funding via debt capital markets, rather than by deploying
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their own balance sheets, and banks have actively invested in their debt capital markets capabilities as a result.

Compounding the funding challenges that face Australian banks, a number of international banks also need to raise considerable amounts of additional capital — a Basel Committee survey of 102 internationally active banks found that they will need an aggregate additional €374 billion in Core Equity and €219 billion in other Tier 1 Capital (i.e. a total of €593 billion in new Tier 1 Capital).12 This is a significant hurdle, adding a sense of ‘capital scarcity’ for some banks, and we have already seen some major European banks reduce their balance sheet participations in Australian lending (see Figure 6). Some US banks may also face similar pressure from Dodd-Frank’s Collins amendment.

Notably, the capital raised to date has largely been via corporate issuance into offshore markets where there are deeper investor pools and greater liquidity. Over the past decade, offshore issuance by Australian corporates has tripled while domestic corporate bond activity has remained constant (see Figure 7).

However, the Basel III impacts for derivatives (specifically the added cost impacts for long-dated cross currency swaps) may serve to stimulate greater activity within the Australian market. Assuming these regulations increase the cost for Australian borrowers seeking to convert USD or EUR borrowings into AUD, the current funding cost advantage experienced by domestic Australian borrowers in offshore markets may be reduced, making it more attractive to issue debt domestically.

Clearly, there are a number of reasons why the domestic bond market has been slow to develop — not only the availability of cheaper and easier bank debt for corporates, but also the tax treatment compared to equities, the market depth and liquidity, superannuation funds’ legislated requirements to satisfy member 30-day portability, and institutional and retail investor appetite. While the imperatives from Basel III and tighter management of banks’ liquidity risk don’t necessarily overcome all of these issues, they add support to the development of a domestic bond market, at a faster rate than would otherwise be the case.

Similarly for infrastructure, these trends make bank funding more challenging. It may emerge that banks will increasingly look to provide bridge-funding through the construction phase, with new fixed income product being marketed to other investors (such as superannuation funds) in the operational phase.

**Key considerations for superannuation funds**

These market implications present both potential challenges and opportunities for superannuation funds. The web of regulatory reforms underway creates an added layer of investment complexity and new considerations, particularly against the backdrop of other significant market trends such as: risk-averse investors switching to cash in the wake of the GFC; low interest rates prevailing in much of the world; the superannuation sector’s increasing FUM here in Australia; and sovereign downgrades in Europe that leave less eligible securities available to satisfy AAA mandates.
Most immediately in the Australian market, the different deposit rates that retail investors (including SMSFs) are able to earn compared to the returns on cash within an institutional superannuation fund result in a heightened focus on member engagement and retention strategies, and the need to match the options and returns that SMSFs can offer. For institutional investment cash holdings, optimising efficiency means investing for longer tenors (ideally for terms greater than a year, but at least beyond the 30-day LCR window), which adds increased emphasis on liquidity management and forecasting.

Funds may need to review their investments in government and semi-government bonds, as well as securities that are classed as repo-eligible for banks providing collateral for RBA liquidity support.
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The heightened demand for some securities may prompt a reassessment of funds’ liquidity policies, while there are also broader market impacts for offshore liquid assets, as some national regulators tweak their own definitions of eligible HQLA for banks in their own markets.

The impacts for derivatives (and hedging costs) make it pertinent for superannuation funds to revisit their existing currency and interest rate risk management policies. Superannuation funds may need to review internal policies to consider the impacts of entering into a collateral agreement, as well as monitoring the trends towards use of central counterparties for executing derivatives trades.

Superannuation funds also need to prepare for how they will assess new investment opportunities and products as they emerge. As banks increasingly look to partner with superannuation funds in order to meet the funding needs of their corporate and infrastructure clients, this may require a revision of asset allocation approaches, and new capabilities for assessing potential investments in corporate debt-related products, concurrently with strategies for ensuring sufficient fund liquidity for members’ switching entitlements.

The twin impacts in both the expanded range of domestic fixed income opportunities and the costs associated with using derivatives to hedge risks, become amplified when considered in the context of the overall growth of the superannuation sector. With the system-wide growth of FUM forecast in the coming decade, superannuation funds will need to further broaden the range of assets they invest in, in many cases prompting greater examination of fixed income and offshore opportunities. The second-round effects of banking regulation are an added dimension to these considerations.
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